
EBU Tournament Review

Event: Riviera Congress Date: 30.06.17 Venue: Riviera Centre
TD's: David Jones, Robin Barker, Marilyn Jones, Peter Randall

Did you enjoy the event?

Very much 30 Yes 13 No 2

In principle how likely are you to enter this event again (assuming same format etc)

Definitely would 19 Probably 19 Unlikely 6 Not 0

Reasons for would not:

Please mark only the aspect of the event which were 'excellent' and those which 'require
improvement'

Excellent Improvement
21 Venue 6
24 Playing conditions 4
21 Schedule 5
29 Competition format 1
33 Directors/Organisation 1
11 Catering/refreshments 12
19 Pre-congress service 1

Would you have preferred (choose any which apply):

Earlier start 8 Earlier finish 7 Longer intervals 3

Later start 7 Later finish 1 Shorter intervals 3

Total Returns 47
Number of attendees 196

Comments
Very expensive compared to local events - maybe more local players if cheaper x10
Increased prices make it very poor value for money x6
For a summer event prefer Saturday morning free to see sights x5
Friday - 11.00pm finish is too late and 2 hour break is far too long x5
There is a time clock but slow players are never penalised.  Taking over 1 hour per round
in Pairs.  Should only allow 50-55 minutes. x3
Much too cold on first day x3
Venue should provide better coffee x2
Car parking is expensive at £8 per day x2
All entrants should be informed that there is a three day pass for car park at £16 x1
Like the schedule as can enjoy Torquay restaurants on Saturday night x1
A greater variety of catering would be appreciated x1
Table numbers difficult to see x1
The online booking system does not seem to cope with entries for multiple players x1
Would prefer a later start on Saturday x1
3/4 hour break instead of 1/2 hour preferred x1
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